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We consider the solution of the equation, 
iavldt = --AU +f(v) and ~(0,.)=cp(.), 
where v  is defined on [O, T*) x IWN and f  is a nonlinear complex-valued function. 
Let us denote the function x + u(r, x) by v(r). We suppose that v( .) blows up in the 
norm 11 .IIH~ at time T* < +w. Under suitable assumptions on cp and f, we prove 
the existence of a limit for o(t) when f  + P, in appropriate spaces. Furthermore, 
we specify the behavior of u( .) near blow-up time. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we study the solution of the nonlinear Schrodinger 
equation, taken in its integral form (unless otherwise specified), 
i&~/i% = - Av +f( v) 
40, . ) = cp(. 1, 
(1.1) 
where A is the Laplace operator on RN, u: [0, T*) x RN -+ @,fis a complex 
valued function satisfying appropriate assumptions, and cp: UP + C. 
More precisly, we say that v( .) is a solution of (1.1) on [0, T*) if and 
only if Vt E [0, T*), v(t) = U(t) cp - i j;, u(t - s)f(v(s)) &, where U( .) is the 
group with infinitesimal generator id (the Schriidinger group) and v(t) 
denotes the function x -+ v(t, x). 
Equations of the form (1.1) arise in several areas of applied physics. In 
particular, they appear in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics, in the theory 
of superconductivity, and in the theory of laser beam propagation. 
Under suitable conditions on cp and f, the equation has a unique solut- 
tion in H’ and we denote it by u( .). We consider here the case where v( .) 
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blows up at time T* < +oo. That is, we have lim,, T* Ilv(t)l] Hl = +co. 
(Assumptions on cp andf may be found in [3, S] which guarantee that this 
phenomenon occurs.) The aim of the paper is to specify the behavior of 
u(t), for t near T*. In particular, we ask whether, for a suitable topology on 
the set u(t), there is a u* such that o(t) + u* as t -+ T*. 
More precisely, let us set X=H’n {u;~~N~x~~Iu(~< +co} and 
Y=L2n {u;~~N]x(~~u\~< +co}. We assume that X and Y are endowed 
with their natural topologies, and we assume that cp E X. 
In addition, we suppose that f: @ + @ satisfies the following assumptions 
(see Ginibre and Velo [l, 21): 
(Fl) f(O)=O. 
(F2) f is a continuously differentiable function from C to C. 
(F3) There exists g: [w --) R such that f (z) =g(lz12) z. 
(F4) There exist real numbers p, p’, k, k’, c such that 
1<pt<p<2*-1, 2<k’dk<2*-1, k/k’ d p’ < p < k’/k 
and Vz E C, lt3f/tYz(z)l + /8f/Z(z)l d c( IzIP’- ’ + IzIp- ‘) where k is the 
conjugate exponent of k (l/k + l/k = 1) and 2* = 2N/(N- 2) if N> 2 
(otherwise, 2* = +co). 
(F5) There exists c( > 0 such that 
V’E > 0, 3R, ( for z E C, IzI > R, implies that If(z) + LYIzI~-‘zI d E/Z/~. 
Remark 1.1. Hypothesis (F4) is a technical hypothesis. It is imposed here 
because of the fact that the Cauchy problem has not been solved for all 
nonlinearities such that I f’(z)1 < c(1 + IzIp-‘) where c>O and 1 <p < 
2* - 1. Indeed, the existence may be proved (see [l, 71). But unfortunately, 
the uniqueness is not known in the general case. 
Remark 1.2. Hypothesis (F5) is technical, but weaker and concerns 
only the behavior off at infinity. Moreover, it is enough to demand that 
the property be true for one E = E(P) > 0. 
Under assumptions (Fl )-(F4), (1.1) has a unique solution (u( . )) and 
there exists T* such that Vt E [0, T*), u(t) E H’ and either T* = +co or 
T* < +co and lim 
In addition we hi; i!Lt/pT+) +O”’ * 7 9 9 
IMt)ll,= II(PllL2 
E(u(t)) = Ilu(t)ll2,1+ j. F(lu(t)l) dx = E(q), 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
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where F(s) = 2 j;f(p) dp for s > 0, 
$[ ~x~*~v(t,~)~*dx=4lm~ ]xju(t, x) fi,(t, x) dx 
9?’ 14zl~kX)2dx=4[~~ I~(~,x)12g(I~(~,x)12)dx 
+‘+2)~F(lu(r,x)i)dx+2E((p) , (1.4) 1 
where II, = d/dr(u) and r = Ix]. 
We recall that if p < 1 +4/N, then finite time blow-up does not occur. In 
contrast, for p > 1+4/N, there exist cp and f such that T* < +co. In other 
words, the blow-up time is finite (see [3, 91). Therefore, we may assume 
pa1+4/N. 
Hence, when t+ T*, IIu(t)llH~ + +co; however we have I]u(t)]lL~= I](PI]~z 
and Ilu(t X bounded. Thus, we can ask whether the blow-up is only a loss 
of regularity of u(t) and if u(t) has a limit in suitable spaces as t + T*. 
Under appropriate conditions on J we prove that for TE (2,2*), 
V( - t) u(t) has a limit in L’ when t + T*. In addition, we look for 
necessary conditions to ensure the existence of a limit for u(t) in L* as 
t-+T*. 
The paper is organized as follows: 
- In Section 2, we briefly recall preliminary results on U( .). 
- In Section 3, we estimate the growth of I]u(t)llH1, for t near T*. 
- In Section 4, we state and prove our main result. 
- In Section 5, we state further results and make some comments. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we briefly recall some general results on the Schrodinger 
group V( . ). 
LEMMA 2.1. (i) Let r > 2. Assume that UE L’. Then ‘dt #O U(t) u E L’ 
and IIU(t)~II~,~cJtl~(~‘*~~‘~)llull~~. Moreooer, if rE[2,2*) we have 
OdN/2-Nfr<l. 
(ii) Assume that ueL2. Then Vt, U(Z)UEL* and IIU(t)ullL~= llullL2. 
(The same property is true for H’.) 
Proof: See [ 11. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let r E [ 1, 2* - 1). 
(i) Assume that f~~\~~v~~+~v~~z~c. Then VEL’+’ and there is c’ 
(depending on c) such that (Iv\1 L~ < c’. 
(ii) Letfbe such that VZE@, If(z)1 < Clzl’. Then, ifv~ L’+l, we have 
r+l 
f(U)EL . In addition, there is a c’ (depending on c) such that 
Ilf(u)II~~~~‘IIulI~~+~. 
Proof. (i) Let us write v= {Jm v} x { l/(Jm)j. Since 
(r + 1)-l = (l/2) + (l/a) where a > N (r + 1 < 2*), the Holder inequality 
yields the result. 
(ii) See [l]. 
3. ESTIMATE OF Ilv(t)(l,,~ NEAR T* 
In this section, we estimate IIv(t)ll Hi for t near T* in the following sense: 
We find 8,) 0, such that 
l for @<O,,j,T IIVu(t)ll~zdt< +co; 
l for 0 > 02, jr IIVu(t)ll~z dt= +co. 
Let us denote sr IlV~(t)ll~~ dt by J(0). First, we state some technical 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that f satisfies (Fl )-(F5), cp E X and p > 1 + 4/N. 
(i) There exist c, >O, c,>O, cj >O such that 
Vt E [0, T*), -c3 + Cl Ilu(t)llg++‘I < IIVu(t)ll~2 < c3 + czll u(t)ll$+l. 
(ii) There exist c4 > 0, c5 > 0 such that 
Vre[O, T*), -gj lx121u(t)12~c,-c,Ilv(t)ll~+t. 
Proof: (i) On the one hand, integrating (F5) we see that 
vx>o, -cx2+axp+’ /C(p+l)2]< -F(x)<cx2 
+ {(a+ l)/(p+ l,} xp+l. 
The conserved quantities (1.2), (1.3) imply that 
VIE CO, T*), E(v)--llcpll2,2+ {a/C@+ 1) ~I)II~~)IIP,++‘I < IlW~Nl~~~~(cp) 
--llcpllt2+ {(a+ 1)/b+ l)Ill~(~W+~. 
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This yields (i). 
(ii) On the other hand, from equality (1.4) and using hypothesis (F5) 
we deduce that Vs>O, there exists c, such that 
d* 
;i;is Ixl*l~(~)l*~ -W-N-2(N+2Mp+ 111 Il4~Nl”,‘++‘l 
+4E[N+2(N+2)/(p+ l)] Ilo(t)I&Yl+c,. 
Since [N- 2(N+ 2)/(p + l)] > 0, the conclusion follows for E sufficiently 
small. 
In particular, we have 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume that f satisfies (F.l)-(F.5), cp E X, and p > 1 +4/N. 
There is a c > 0 such that Vt E [0, T*), { I~)~lv(t)[~ 6 c. 
Proof: It follows easily from Lemma 3.1. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume that f satisfies (Fl t(F5), cp E X, and 
p > 1 + 4/N. 
(i) For O-C 1, we have J(O)< +a~. 
(ii) For 0 > 0, we have J(Q) = +oo, 
whereO,=2(p-l)/[N+p+l-N(p+1)/2]. 
Remark 3.1. Wehave02>2,0,-+2asp+1+4/N,and0,++coas 
p-+2*-1. 
Remark 3.2. As a consequence of Lemma 3.1, Proposition 3.1 is 
equivalent to 
(i) For 0~ (p+ 1)/2, we have j’r Ilu(t)]l~+, dt < +co. 
(ii) For 0 > (p + 1) 0,/2, we have jr Ilu(t)ll$+, dt= +oo. 
Remark 3.3. For 0 E [ 1, O,], we do not know whether J(0) is finite or 
not. From numerical computations (see [4]), it seems that for 0 -C O,, we 
have J(O)< +co. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. (i) This is a consequence of the fact that 
Vt, J Ix12]u(t)12>0 and Lemma 3.1. 
Indeed, from Lemma 3.1, we have (d*/dt*) f Ix~*(u(t))* < cq - csllu(t)ll~+‘l 
where c5 > 0. Thus, upon integrating this inequality twice, we find 
Vt E [0, T*), 
I 
’ lXl*Iu(t)l* <c - c5 II ’ Ilu(~)l($&: dT ds. 0 0 
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Since f 1x1’ lu(t)I* > 0, there is a c such that Vt E [0, r*), 
jl& IIW~)ll* d d Lz r S<C, it follows that fr JS, IIVu(r)llt2 dz ds< +co. Then 
from the Fubini lemma, we have 
5,” j; IlVu(r)ll$dr ds=Io’*(T* -r)llVu(r)l& dz. 
Therefore, jr (T* - r)JIVu(~)lj2,~ dz < +co. 
Now, for 0 < 1, we have 
IlVu(r)ll;z = {(T* - r)““IIVu(r)II~~} x (l/(T* - T)@‘~}, 
where (T*-z)e’211Vo(z)ll~*~L *le( [0, T*]) and l/( T* -T)@‘* E L”( [0, T*]) 
with c = l/( I- O/2). Holder’s inequality yields the result. 
(ii) is derived from the properties of U( .) stated in Section 2 and the 
integral form of Eq. (1.1). 
From the integral form of Eq. ( 1.1 ), we derive 
VIE [0, T*), Il~~~~ll,+~~Il~~~~cplI,+~+ s ’ II Vt - s)~(u(s))IILP+I ds. 0 
In addition, assumption (F4) implies that VZEC, If(z)1 <clzl + cIzIp. 
Therefore, from Lemma 2.1 we have 
II4r)ll Lp+~<c+c I ~(/~u(s)~~~FI+ Ilu(s)llL+,)/(t-s)N’2-N”“+1’ds. 
Lemma 2.2 implies that 
Iv(t)1 u+l<C+C f ; Ilu(s)lIP,+,/(f-s)N’2~N~(p+‘)dS. (3.1) 
Let us fix B> 1 such that rr[N/2- N/(p + l)] < 1 (Lemma 2.1). From 
(3.1) and Holder’s inequality, we derive 
(a- 1)/o 
P#- 1) ds 
A direct Computation yields Ilu(t)ll$Y-r)< c + c j:, ~Iu(s)I~~I!P- ‘)ds. 
Gronwall’s lemma then implies that 
J(~(t)ll~J!+O,-‘)<cexp c 
U 
’ I(u(s)II~;,~)~‘+ I) ds . 
0 > 
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When t goes to T* in the inequality above, we obtain 
I T* IIv(s)II~;,‘)a’(o-‘)ds= +co, 0 
whence from Lemma 3.1, 
Since o/o - 1 E ([N/(p + 1) + 1 - N/2] ~ ‘, + co), this yields the conclusion. 
Now let us state a useful1 corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Assume that f satisfies (Fl)-(F5) and VEX. In 
addition, we suppose that max( 1 + 4/N, 2) <p < 3. 
Then jr Iv(t)Gdt< +co. 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.1 that VO < (p + 1)/2, 
s T* Ilv(t)ll$+, dt < +oo. 0 
On the other hand, the Holder inequality yields 
where 
Vt E [0, T*), II4t)llLPe II~(W2~ IIU(f)llfP+1, 
(1 -W+BI(P+ I)= l/P. 
Therefore, Vte [0, T*), Ilv(t)ll”,~cllv(t)B+,. We can easily check that 
fip < (p + 1)/2 is equivalent to (p - 2)/[ 1 - 2/( p + 1 )] < (p + 1)/2. That is, 
p < 3. Hence, the corollary follows. 
4. THE MAIN RESULT 
In this section, using the results obtained in Section 3 we prove that 
U( - t) v(t) has a limit in suitable spaces when t -+ T* in the case where 
p < 3. 
THEOREM. Assume that f satisfies (Fl )(F5) and that cp E X. Assume 
further that 1 + 4N <p < 3. Then there exists u unique v* E L2 such that 
Vr E (2,2*), U(-T*)v*EL’ and U( - t) v(t) + U( - T*) v* 
in L’ as t + T*. 
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Remark 4.1. The assumption p < 3 is always satisfied in the case where 
11’24 (indeed,p<2*-l=(N+2)/(N-2)<3 when N>4). For N=l, 2 
it is never satisfied, whereas for N = 3 it is satisfied in certain cases. 
Remark 4.2. In the case where p d 2 (which is implied by N 3 6) 
assumption (F.5) is useless. 
Remark 4.3. Using the same argument, we can prove that 
VrE(2,2*), Vh>O, U(-h)u*EL’ and U( -h) u(t) + U( -h) u* 
in L’ as t + T*. 
Remark 4.4. As mentioned in Remark 3.2, from numerical com- 
putations it seems that for 0 < O,, we have J(0) < +co. If this can be 
proved, then the assumption 3 >p is useless and the result would also hold 
for L2. 
Proof of the theorem. It is a consequence of Corollary 3.1 and of the 
properties of the Schriidinger group (U( .)) stated in Section 2. 
Step 1. Let us prove that for r E (2,2*), U( - t) u(t) has a limit in L’. 
We take t,, E (0, T*). From the integral form of Eq. (1.1) and the properties 
of the group V( .), we have for t E [to, T*), 
U( - t) u(t) = U( -to) o(t()) - i St U( -s)f(o(s)) ds. 
10 
Let us write f=fi +f2 where Vz E C, Ifi( < c(zI and If2(z)[ d cIzIP. 
Whence, for t E (to, T*), we obtain 
U(-t)u(t)=U(-t,)u(t,)-ijr U(-s)f,(u(s))ds 
kl 
’ -i 
s 
U(s)f2(u( -s)) ds. (4.1) 
10 
Fix rE (2, 2*). From Lemma 2.1 we have U( -to) u(t,,)EH’. Hence, 
U( - to) u( to) E L’. 
(i) On one hand, we claim that J:, U( -s)fi(u(s)) ds has a limit in L’ 
as t + T*. Indeed, for SE [to, T*), U( -s)f,(u(s)) is uniformly bounded in 
L’. We have for SE [to, T*), IIU(--s)f,(u(s))ll.,< Il~(s)ll~~/lsl~‘*-~‘~~ 
cllu(s)ll.~<c (Lemma 3.2 and (ii) of Lemma 2.2). Hence, J:, U(-s) 
f,(u(s)) ds has a limit in L’ as t + T*. 
(ii) On the other hand, let us show that I:, U( -s)f2(o(s)) ds has a 
limit in L’ as t + T*. 
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First, we prove that j:, U( -s)fi(u(s)) ds has a limit in some L’ (for 
z > 2*) as t + T*. We consider two cases. 
Case (a). ~22. Applying Corollary 3.1 we have Jr Ilu(t)ll”,dt < +a~. 
Furthermore, vs E Ck,, T*), II~(-~)f2(~(~))ll.= d cllf2(4s))llr~lsl”‘~* d 
cllu(s)l/P,. This yields the result. 
Case (b). p ~2. We take r such that tp= 2. Then we have 
7 = 2/(2 -p) > 2/[ 1 -4/N] > 2* and the same calculation as above shows 
that U( -s)f2(u(s)) is uniformly bounded in L’. Therefore, 
s;, U( -s),f*(u(s)) ds has a limit in L’ as t + T*. 
Moreover, using (3.1) we easily show that s;, U( -s)f*(u(s)) ds is 
uniformly bounded in L*. Therefore, s;, U( -s)f2(u(s)) ds has a limit in L’. 
In conclusion, for r E (2, 2*), U( - t) u(t) has a limit in L’ when t + T* 
which we denoted by vT. 
Step 2. As a consequence of the fact that Ilu(t Lz is bounded, we now 
claim that there is a u* E L2 such that uT= U( - T*) II*. 
From eq. (1.2), there exist a sequence t, -+ T* and a u* E L* such that 
u(t,) - u* in L*. Therefore, Vt,G~Cg’,ju(t,)@+ju*t,b as n-t +m. 
Furthermore, 
= U(-t,)o(t,)CU(-t,)ICI-U(-T*)1(/1 s 
+ j CU(-t,)u(t,)-uT] U(-T*)$+ ju’U(-T*)$. 
Since 11 U( - t,) II/ - U( - T*) t,bll t2+0 as n+ +co and for rE(2,2*), 
Il(lxl+ l)U(-T*)$ll~~c implies that IIU(-T*)~(~I~,F<C (and 
II U( - t,) $ II Lf < c), a direct computation yields 1 u( t,) ti + J U( T* ) u ‘1+9 as 
n+ +m. 
Hence, the uniqueness of the limit 
j U(T*)u=t,b=~u*~. Th 
implies that t/e E Cr, 
ere ore, f U( T*) uT = u* and the theorem follows. 
From the proof of the theorem, we easily derive: 
COROLLARY 4.1. u(t) - u* in L* as t + T*. 
COROLLARY 4.2. U( - t) has a regularizing effect on u(t). Indeed, we have 
for rE(N(p-1)/2,2*), Ilu(t)llL,+ +a~ as t+T* and U(-t)u(t)+ 
U(- T*) v* in L’ as t + T*. 
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Proof: We need only show that IIu( t)ll L, + +co as r -+ T*. We use an 
argument similar to Glassey’s in [S]. 
We argue by contradiction. Assume that there is a sequence t, + T* and 
a c > 0 such that Ilv( t,)ll L, < c for some r > N(p - 1)/2. From Holder’s 
inequality and simple calculations, we derive that /o( t,)llP,‘i d cllVu( t,) II f,2 
where 0 6 6 < 2. 
From Lemma 3.1, we have VtE [0, T*), IlVu(t)ll~z~c+cllo(t)ll~+‘l. 
Thus, it follows that IIVu(t,)ljt2 < c + cllVu(t,)lj6,2 and ‘dn, IIVu(t,,)l/.z < c. 
Since t, -+ T*, this yields a contradiction with the fact that 
IIVu( t)(lL2 + +co as t + T*. The corollary follows. 
5. FURTHER RESULTS AND COMMENTS 
We now look for necessary conditions on u( .) which yield a u* such that 
u(t) + u* in L2 as t + T*. Proposition 3.1 says nothing about 
J(2) = jr IlVu(t)llf,2 dt. For this quantity, we have the alternative stated 
below in Propositions 5.1 and 5.2. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Assume that f satisfies (Fl)-(FS) and u( .) is a 
classical solution of Eq. (1.1). In addition, we suppose that J(2) < +oo. 
Then there exists a u* E L2 such that u(t) + v* in L2 as t + T*, u* E Y, and 
Vt E [0, T*), u* = U( T* - t) u(t) - i j7 U( T* - s)f(u(s)) ds. 
Remark 5.1. We also have the same conclusion as in the previous 
theorem (Section 4). 
Under this hypothesis, from Proposition 5.1 we derive some corollaries. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let us assume that the assumptions of Proposition 5.1 
are satisfied. Then it is false that, for almost every x, v(r, x) --f 0 as t + T*. 
Proof. Since Vt, Ilv(t)llL2= II(pll~2, we have IIv*IlL2= )l(pII~z#O and 
u* #O. 
Remark 5.2. In particular, in the case where q has a spherical sym- 
metry, v(t) also has this symmetry and it is not true that for x # 0, 
Iv(t, x)1 + 0 as + T*. 
COROLLARY 5.2. In the case where the hypotheses of Proposition 5.1 are 
satisfied, we have Vt < T*, u( .) E C( [0, t], H’) and v( .) E C( [0, T*], L’). 
Remark 5.3. We can expect that v( .) will still exist in a weaker sense for 
t Z T*. This will be implied by the existence of an L2 theory for the Cauchy 
problem of Eq. (1.1) which allows us to find solutions of Eq. (1.1) on R 
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(that is, globally defined in time), in an appropriate sense. These questions, 
however, are still completely open for the moment. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Let us show that u( .) verifies the Cauchy 
criterion in L* at T*. Using the fact that J(2) < +co, the proof of this will 
follow from the continuity of u( .) in L* for t < T*. 
Let or( .) and u2( .) be two classical solutions of the equation 
iaupt = -AU + f (u). 
We have the equation ia(u, -u,)/& = -d(u, - u2) + (f (ul) -f (u2)). Thus, 
multiplying this equation by 6, - V,, integrating over RN, and taking the 
imaginary part, we obtain 
(5.1) 
Now let us take u,( .) = u( . + t), u2( .) = u(. + S) with s B t. From Lemma 
3.1 and the fact that J(2) < +co, it follows that VE >O, there exists t, 
such that 21~s: Ilu(t “,‘++‘I + c( T* - t,) < s/2. As a consequence of (5.1) 
and some computation, we have for t, < t 6 s < T*, [Iv(t) - u(s)11 Lo < 
Ilu(t,)-u(t,+s- t)llL2+&/2. 
Now, we use the continuity of u( .) in L2 at t, and we easily check that 
there is 6 > 0 such that for T* - 6 < t < s < T*, we have Ilu(t) - u(s)ll L2 < E. 
Hence, u( .) satisfies the Cauchty criterion in L* at T* and the proposition 
follows. 
We now state a result in the opposite case where J(2) = +cc. Indeed, the 
fact that J(2) = +cc implies the continuity of the blow-up time with 
respect to cp and f in a suitable sense. Let us first establish some notations. 
We denote by F, the set 
{f: @ + @ satisfying (Flk(F5) such that VZE C, 
If @)I < c(lzl + IzIp) for c > 0) 
and we endow it with the topology defined by the following 
neighbourhoods of 0 
(f E Fp’p; Vz E @, If (z)l < 414 + Izl”)}. 
In addition, the solution of Eq. (1.1) is denoted by u,J .) and its blow-up 
time by T,*,/ 
580/84/l-14 
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PROPOSITION 5.2. Assume that f” satisfies the assumptions (Fl)-(F5), 
cp”EX, andJ(2)= +co. 
Then, at (cp”, f O), Tt,, is a continuous function of (cp, f) in the topology of 
XX F,. 
We denote the solution of i&/at = -Au +f O(v), u(O) = cp” by u”( .), and 
we denote its blow-up time by T*. 
Remark 5.4. In order to motivate the question of continuity of TG,f, we 
remark that, although for ordinary differential equations in R the blow-up 
time depends continuously on the initial value, in general this is false for 
systems of n equations with n k 2. For example, let us consider for t > 0, 
the system of ordinary differential equations in lR2, 
i 
x2 if lyl G 1, 
dx/dt= (y-1)x+(2-y)x2 if 1 Q lyl < 2, 
X if2BIyl, (5.2) 
dy/dt = y dxldt 
(X(O)? Y(O)) = (x0, Y”). 
For (5.2), the blow-up time does not depend continuously on the initial 
value. Indeed, if we denote by T*(x’, y”) the blow-up time of the equation 
(5.2), T*(x’, y”) is discontinuous at (l,O). 
Proof of Proposition 5.2. We deduce it as a consequence of two 
“continuity” results and a convexity argument. 
First, let us recall two lemmas proved in [7] (see also [S, 6)). 
LEMMA 5.1. Assume that VZE @, If (z)l < c,(lzl + IzIp). Then VA > 0, 
there exist B > 0 and z > 0 (depending on co) such that II u( t)ll no > B implies 
that Vs E [t, t + z], I~u(s)~~~I > A. 
Proof It follows from an argument similar to the one used in [7]. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let (cp,,, f,,) be a sequence conuerging to (VP”, f”) in Xx Fr 
as n --, +co. We denote the solution of i&/at = -Au +fH(u), ~(0, .) = q,(.) 
by d-k Then Vt< T*, (Il~,(s)llH~, 1 l.d21~,hN2, d/dsf I~121~,,b)12)+ 
( I(u”(s)II,~, J [xl2 Iu”(s)12, d/ds f Ix121uo(s)12) ungormly on [0, t] as n + +co. 
Proof For the H’ norm the result follows from [7]. Inequality (1.4) 
allows us to conclude the proof. 
Now we are in position to prove Proposition 5.2. 
We first remark that the same computations as in Lemma 3.1 yield the 
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existence of a neighbourhood W, of (cp”,f”) such that for ci >O, c2 >O, 
vI((~,fl~ W,, vt~ CO, T;J, d*/dt* j I4*1~Wl*~c1 --c,Ilv~Wllt~. 
Then from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, there is a neighbourhood W, of (cp”,f’) 
and E > 6 > 0 such that for (cp,f) E W,, u,+J.) is defined on [0, T* -S] 
and l ~~~~~u,,l(t)~* is a concave function on [T* -6, T* + S]. 
In particular, we can check that there is a c, such that 
‘dt~[T*-6, T*+61,V(cp,f)~ W,, I Iwlqo,f(~)12 G cc. 
As a consequence of the fact that J(2) = +co, (1.4) implies that as 
t -+ T* d/ds f ~x~*~u(s)~* + -co. We derive from Lemma 5.2 that there 
exists a neighbourhood W:: c WE and a t, E [T* - 6, T*) such that for 
(cp,f) E WL, u,,f(tJ exists and d/ds f ~x~*~u,,l(t,)~* Q -c,/& 
Using the fact that ~Ix121u~,~t)l * is concave on [T* - 6, T* + S] and is 
bounded by c,, an elementary geometric argument allows us to show that 
V(cp,f) E WC, I Tz,f- T*l < 6 < E. Therefore, the proposition follows. 
As a consequence of Proposition 5.2, we have 
COROLLARY 5.3. In the case where the hypotheses of Proposition 5.2 are 
satisfied, there exists a neighbourhood W* of (cp”, f “) in Xx F, such that for 
t&f) E w*, U,,f blows up in finite time. 
In conclusion, we summarize open questions stated before. 
(i) As explained above, from numerical computation it appears that 
for 0<2(p- l)/[(N/(p+ l))+ 1 -(N/2)], we haveJ’,T’ IlV~(t)(l~~dt< +CO. 
In particular, this would imply that J(2) < + cc for p > 1 +4/N 
(p = 1 +4/N is the limiting case). In this case, using the same method as 
before, we could prove that there exists a u* such that V( -t) u(t) + 
U( - T*) u* in L’ for rE (2,2*). In the case where p > 1 +4/N, u(t) -+ u* 
in L2. 
(ii) Another open problem is to construct an L* theory for the 
Cauchy problem of Eq. (1.1) for appropriate p. In particular, this will 
imply that u(t) still exists in a weaker sense for some t 3 T*. 
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